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Grill Flame is 6 program which investigates ·psychoenerget1~- phenomena 
f- '. 
that have intelligence and military potential. An example of Grill Flame's 
• 
~otent1al use would be a ·psychic" individual ·seeing- in his or her mind 

where a kidnapping victim i5 being held. (S/LIMDIS) 
~. 

" 
1. You state (p. 41) that "p~1iminary evaluation results satisfy me that 

Gr111 F1ame has 5 ignificant intelligence imp1fcations~. (S/LIMDIS) 

A. Describe those ·preliminary evaluation resultso N (U) 

B. Provide additional details for the record. (U) 

2. You mention that the "USSR and China have significant research programs 
• 

for psychoenergeticso ft (S/LIMDIS) 

A. How're1iable is our intelligence on this? {U} 

B. Do we have any solid evidence on the success, or lack thereof, 

of the Soviet and Chinese efforts in psychoenergetics? (S/LIMDIS) 

C. Are you concerned about a "psychoenergetic gap?" 

3. "Preliminary investigation into countermeasures to possible foreign use 

of remote viewing" has begun. (S/LIMDIS) 

A~ Isn't this a bit much? (U) 
4. FY L983 is to be the la~t year of GDIP 'funding of m{ILL 

'FlAl-t::. ".·7here is the ~·rogl·a~ !unded in F"II9SL} 7 (S/LIMDIS) 
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